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March 1, 2012

Charles Monterio Jr. 
Dickstein Shapiro LLP
1825 Eye Street NW 
Washington, DC 20006

Re: I/P Engine, Inc. v. AOL, Inc. et al. 

Dear Charles:

I am writing in regards to the parties’ ongoing discussion of document custodians and search 
terms, including your February 24, 2012 letter.  

We have run test searches on the terms below:  

((“Overture” or “Goto.com”) w/5 (“AdWords”))
((“Yahoo” w/4 “Search Marketing”) w/5 (“AdWords”)
((“Microsoft” w/4 (“AdCenter” or “Adcenter”)) w/5 (“AdWords”))
((“AOL” w/4 “Sponsored Listings”) w/5 (“AdWords”))
“relevance score”

Assuming the test searches accurately reflect the hit percentages for all custodians, we will use 
these terms as well.  We reserve our rights as to these terms in the event that they later result in 
burdensome numbers of hits for any custodian.

The term ((“Relevance”) and ((“Inventory”) or “Ads Coverage”)), however, retrieves too high a 
percentage of hits when run through custodial documents.  It would be unduly burdensome for 
Google to use this search term as currently drafted.  
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We are continuing to review and consider the proposed terms you stated were included in I/P 
Engine’s supplemental contentions.  We will respond under separate cover regarding those 
terms.

Finally, your  letter asks that we confirm that there were not problems with the test searches run 
on certain terms listed in my February 13, 2012 letter.  We do not understand your request.  The 
test searches returned acceptable hit percentages.  As stated in my letter, assuming the test 
searches accurately reflect the hit percentages for all custodians, we will use these terms.  We 
reserve our rights as to these terms in the event that they later result in burdensome numbers of 
hits for any custodian.  Your letter also states, “To the extent these test searches are now 
collected documents, please confirm that the documents resulting from these searches are ready 
for production.”  We also do not understand this request.  Test searches are not “collected 
documents.”

As always, we remain willing to meet and confer to resolve any discovery issues, and hope that 
you similarly remain willing to work together on these issues in a timely and efficient manner.  

Very truly yours,

Margaret P. Kammerud
01980.51928/4630086.1




